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This book discusses a variety of topics in mathematics and engineering as well as their applications, clearly explaining the mathematical concepts in the simplest possible way and illustrating them with a number of solved examples. The topics include real and complex analysis, special functions and analytic number theory, q-series,
Ramanujan’s mathematics, fractional calculus, Clifford and harmonic analysis, graph theory, complex analysis, complex dynamical systems, complex function spaces and operator theory, geometric analysis of complex manifolds, geometric function theory, Riemannian surfaces, Teichmüller spaces and Kleinian groups, engineering
applications of complex analytic methods, nonlinear analysis, inequality theory, potential theory, partial differential equations, numerical analysis , fixed-point theory, variational inequality, equilibrium problems, optimization problems, stability of functional equations, and mathematical physics. It includes papers presented at the
24th International Conference on Finite or Infinite Dimensional Complex Analysis and Applications (24ICFIDCAA), held at the Anand International College of Engineering, Jaipur, 22–26 August 2016. The book is a valuable resource for researchers in real and complex analysis.
Note: This is the 3rd edition. If you need the 2nd edition for a course you are taking, it can be found as a "other format" on amazon, or by searching its isbn: 1534970746 This gentle introduction to discrete mathematics is written for first and second year math majors, especially those who intend to teach. The text began as a set of
lecture notes for the discrete mathematics course at the University of Northern Colorado. This course serves both as an introduction to topics in discrete math and as the "introduction to proof" course for math majors. The course is usually taught with a large amount of student inquiry, and this text is written to help facilitate this.
Four main topics are covered: counting, sequences, logic, and graph theory. Along the way proofs are introduced, including proofs by contradiction, proofs by induction, and combinatorial proofs. The book contains over 470 exercises, including 275 with solutions and over 100 with hints. There are also Investigate! activities throughout
the text to support active, inquiry based learning. While there are many fine discrete math textbooks available, this text has the following advantages: It is written to be used in an inquiry rich course. It is written to be used in a course for future math teachers. It is open source, with low cost print editions and free electronic editions.
This third edition brings improved exposition, a new section on trees, and a bunch of new and improved exercises. For a complete list of changes, and to view the free electronic version of the text, visit the book's website at discrete.openmathbooks.org
A quantum computer is a computer based on a computational model which uses quantum mechanics, which is a subfield of physics to study phenomena at the micro level. There has been a growing interest on quantum computing in the 1990's and some quantum computers at the experimental level were recently implemented.
Quantum computers enable super-speed computation and can solve some important problems whose solutions were regarded impossible or intractable with traditional computers. This book provides a quick introduction to quantum computing for readers who have no backgrounds of both theory of computation and quantum
mechanics. “Elements of Quantum Computing” presents the history, theories and engineering applications of quantum computing. The book is suitable to computer scientists, physicists and software engineers.
Fixed point theory arose from the Banach contraction principle and has been studied for a long time. Its application mostly relies on the existence of solutions to mathematical problems that are formulated from economics and engineering. After the existence of the solutions is guaranteed, the numerical methodology will be
established to obtain the approximated solution. Fixed points of function depend heavily on the considered spaces that are defined using the intuitive axioms. In particular, variant metrics spaces are proposed, like a partial metric space, b-metric space, fuzzy metric space and probabilistic metric space, etc. Different spaces will result
in different types of fixed point theorems. In other words, there are a lot of different types of fixed point theorems in the literature. Therefore, this Special Issue welcomes survey articles. Articles that unify the different types of fixed point theorems are also very welcome. The topics of this Special Issue include the following: Fixed
point theorems in metric space Fixed point theorems in fuzzy metric space Fixed point theorems in probabilistic metric space Fixed point theorems of set-valued functions in various spaces The existence of solutions in game theory The existence of solutions for equilibrium problems The existence of solutions of differential equations
The existence of solutions of integral equations Numerical methods for obtaining the approximated fixed points
A Beginner’s Guide to Discrete Mathematics
Functional Analysis with Applications
Associative and Non-Associative Algebras and Applications
A Primer on Divisibility
Applied Mathematics
Functional Analysis

Partial Differential Equations presents a balanced and comprehensive introduction to the concepts and techniques required to solve problems containing unknown functions of multiple variables. While focusing on the three most classical partial differential equations (PDEs)—the wave, heat, and Laplace equations—this detailed text also
presents a broad practical perspective that merges mathematical concepts with real-world application in diverse areas including molecular structure, photon and electron interactions, radiation of electromagnetic waves, vibrations of a solid, and many more. Rigorous pedagogical tools aid in student comprehension; advanced topics are
introduced frequently, with minimal technical jargon, and a wealth of exercises reinforce vital skills and invite additional self-study. Topics are presented in a logical progression, with major concepts such as wave propagation, heat and diffusion, electrostatics, and quantum mechanics placed in contexts familiar to students of various fields in
science and engineering. By understanding the properties and applications of PDEs, students will be equipped to better analyze and interpret central processes of the natural world.
Contents Chapter Page No. Calculus and Diffeential Equations Unit-I 0.Historical Background....i-xvi 1.Successive Differentiation and Leibnitz’s Theorem....1-33 2.Maclaurin and Taylor Series Expansions....34–51 3.Partial Differentiation....52-74 4.Euler’s Theorem on Homogeneous Functions....75-98 5.Asymptotes....99-127 Unit-II
6.Curvature....128-162 7.Tests for Concavity and Convexity, Points of Inflexion....163-173 8.Mulitiple Points, Tracing of Curves in Cartesian and Polar Coordinates....174-205 Unit-III 9.Integration of Irrational, Algebraic and Transcendental Functions....206-276 10.Definite Integrals....277-302 11.Reduction Formulae....303-339 12.Double and
Triple Integrals, Dirichlet’s Integrals....340-376 13.Quadrature....377-407 14.Rectification....408-419 Unit-IV 15.Linear Differential Equations and Equations Reducible to the Linear Form, Exact Differential Equations....420-467 16.First Order and Higher Degree Equations Solvable for x, y and p, Clairaut's Form and Singular Solutions....468-500
17.Geometrical Meaning of a Differential Equation and Orthogonal Trajectories....501-516 Unit-V 18.Linear Differential Equations With Constant Coefficients....517-573 19.Homogeneous Linear Ordinary Differential Equations....574-590 20.Linear Differential Equations of Second Order....591-632
The book presents the winners of the first five Abel Prizes in mathematics: 2003 Jean-Pierre Serre; 2004 Sir Michael Atiyah and Isadore Singer; 2005 Peter D. Lax; 2006 Lennart Carleson; and 2007 S.R. Srinivasa Varadhan. Each laureate provides an autobiography or an interview, a curriculum vitae, and a complete bibliography. This is
complemented by a scholarly description of their work written by leading experts in the field and by a brief history of the Abel Prize. Interviews with the laureates can be found at http://extras.springer.com .
This text is designed for the sophomore/junior level introduction to discrete mathematics taken by students preparing for future coursework in areas such as math, computer science and engineering. Rosen has become a bestseller largely due to how effectively it addresses the main portion of the discrete market, which is typically characterized
as the mid to upper level in rigor. The strength of Rosen's approach has been the effective balance of theory with relevant applications, as well as the overall comprehensive nature of the topic coverage.
Analytic Pro-P Groups
Logic and Discrete Mathematics
Basic Real Analysis
Fuzzy Set Theory — and Its Applications
Elements of Quantum Computing
A Concise Introduction, Solutions Manual

A well-balanced introduction to probability theory and mathematical statistics Featuring updated material, An Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Third Edition remains a solid overview to probability theory and mathematical statistics. Divided intothree parts, the Third Edition begins by presenting the fundamentals and foundationsof probability. The second part addresses statistical inference,
and the remainingchapters focus on special topics. An Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Third Edition includes: A new section on regression analysis to include multiple regression, logistic regression, and Poisson regression A reorganized chapter on large sample theory to emphasize the growing role of asymptotic statistics Additional topical coverage on bootstrapping, estimation procedures,
and resampling Discussions on invariance, ancillary statistics, conjugate prior distributions, and invariant confidence intervals Over 550 problems and answers to most problems, as well as 350 worked out examples and 200 remarks Numerous figures to further illustrate examples and proofs throughout An Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Third Edition is an ideal reference and resource for
scientists and engineers in the fields of statistics, mathematics, physics, industrial management, and engineering. The book is also an excellent text for upper-undergraduate and graduate-level students majoring in probability and statistics.
From cloud computing to data analytics, society stores vast supplies of information through wireless networks and mobile computing. As organizations are becoming increasingly more wireless, ensuring the security and seamless function of electronic gadgets while creating a strong network is imperative. Advanced Methodologies and Technologies in Network Architecture, Mobile Computing, and
Data Analytics highlights the challenges associated with creating a strong network architecture in a perpetually online society. Readers will learn various methods in building a seamless mobile computing option and the most effective means of analyzing big data. This book is an important resource for information technology professionals, software developers, data analysts, graduate-level students,
researchers, computer engineers, and IT specialists seeking modern information on emerging methods in data mining, information technology, and wireless networks.
Written in an accessible style, this text provides a complete coverage of discrete mathematics and its applications at an appropriate level of rigour. The book discusses algebraic structures, mathematical logic, lattices, Boolean algebra, graph theory, automata theory, grammars and recurrence relations. It covers the important topics such as coding theory, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, reverse polish
notation, Warshall’s algorithm, Menger’s theorem, Turing machine, and LR(k) parsers, which form a part of the fundamental applications of discrete mathematics in computer science. In addition, Pigeonhole principle, ring homomorphism, field and integral domain, trees, network flows, languages, and recurrence relations. The text is supported with a large number of examples, worked-out
problems and diagrams that help students understand the theoretical explanations. The book is intended as a text for postgraduate students of mathematics, computer science, and computer applications. In addition, it will be extremely useful for the undergraduate students of computer science and engineering.
Originally published in 2010, reissued as part of Pearson's modern classic series.
Basic Abstract Algebra
3rd MAMAA, Chefchaouen, Morocco, April 12-14, 2018
CALCULUS & DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Kolkata, India, February 2014
Discrete Mathematics
An Introduction
This book provides a complete abstract algebra course, enabling instructors to select the topics for use in individual classes.
Because of its inherent simplicity, graph theory has a wide range of applications in engineering, and in physical sciences. It has of course uses in social sciences, in linguistics and in numerous other areas. In fact, a graph can be used to represent almost any physical situation involving discrete objects and the relationship among them. Now with the solutions to
engineering and other problems becoming so complex leading to larger graphs, it is virtually difficult to analyze without the use of computers. This book is recommended in IIT Kharagpur, West Bengal for B.Tech Computer Science, NIT Arunachal Pradesh, NIT Nagaland, NIT Agartala, NIT Silchar, Gauhati University, Dibrugarh University, North Eastern Regional
Institute of Management, Assam Engineering College, West Bengal Univerity of Technology (WBUT) for B.Tech, M.Tech Computer Science, University of Burdwan, West Bengal for B.Tech. Computer Science, Jadavpur University, West Bengal for M.Sc. Computer Science, Kalyani College of Engineering, West Bengal for B.Tech. Computer Science. Key Features: This
book provides a rigorous yet informal treatment of graph theory with an emphasis on computational aspects of graph theory and graph-theoretic algorithms. Numerous applications to actual engineering problems are incorpo-rated with software design and optimization topics.
The book is based on research presentations at the international conference, “Emerging Trends in Applied Mathematics: In the Memory of Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, S.N. Bose, M.N. Saha and N.R. Sen”, held at the Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Calcutta, during 12‒14 February 2014. It focuses on various emerging and challenging topics in the field of
applied mathematics and theoretical physics. The book will be a valuable resource for postgraduate students at higher levels and researchers in applied mathematics and theoretical physics. Researchers presented a wide variety of themes in applied mathematics and theoretical physics̶such as emergent periodicity in a field of chaos; Ricci flow equation and Poincare
conjecture; Bose‒Einstein condensation; geometry of local scale invariance and turbulence; statistical mechanics of human resource allocation: mathematical modelling of job-matching in labour markets; contact problem in elasticity; the Saha equation; computational fluid dynamics with applications in aerospace problems; an introduction to data assimilation, stochastic
analysis and bounds on noise for Holling type-II model, graph theoretical invariants of chemical and biological systems; strongly correlated phases and quantum phase transitions of ultra cold bosons; and the mathematical modelling of breast cancer treatment.
Mechanical Vibrations: Theory and Applications takes an applications-based approach at teaching students to apply previously learned engineering principles while laying a foundation for engineering design. This text provides a brief review of the principles of dynamics so that terminology and notation are consistent and applies these principles to derive mathematical
models of dynamic mechanical systems. The methods of application of these principles are consistent with popular Dynamics texts. Numerous pedagogical features have been included in the text in order to aid the student with comprehension and retention. These include the development of three benchmark problems which are revisited in each chapter, creating a
coherent chain linking all chapters in the book. Also included are learning outcomes, summaries of key concepts including important equations and formulae, fully solved examples with an emphasis on real world examples, as well as an extensive exercise set including objective-type questions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Algebraic Topology
An Introduction to the Art of Mathematical Inequalities
Mechanical Vibrations: Theory and Applications
An Open Introduction
2003-2007 The First Five Years
"This set of books represents a detailed compendium of authoritative, research-based entries that define the contemporary state of knowledge on technology"--Provided by publisher.
This book gathers together selected contributions presented at the 3rd Moroccan Andalusian Meeting on Algebras and their Applications, held in Chefchaouen, Morocco, April 12-14, 2018, and which reflects the mathematical collaboration between south European and north African countries, mainly France, Spain, Morocco, Tunisia and Senegal. The book is divided in three parts and features
contributions from the following fields: algebraic and analytic methods in associative and non-associative structures; homological and categorical methods in algebra; and history of mathematics. Covering topics such as rings and algebras, representation theory, number theory, operator algebras, category theory, group theory and information theory, it opens up new avenues of study for graduate
students and young researchers. The findings presented also appeal to anyone interested in the fields of algebra and mathematical analysis.
PART I 1 Opening the door 2 Site layout or job site layout 3 Feasibility study 4 Construction management process PART II 1 Overview of construction sector 2 Construction scheduling 3 Work study and work measurement 4 Labour laws 5 Financial Aspects of construction projects 6 Risk management 7 Value Engineering 8 materials management 9 Human resource management 10 Instruction to artificial
intelligence technique PART III 1 Modern Technological trends of construction management 2 Sustainable green construction Bibliography University Question Papers Sample Question Paper for In Semester Examination Sample Question Paper for End Semester Examination
Solutions manual to accompany Logic and Discrete Mathematics: A Concise Introduction This book features a unique combination of comprehensive coverage of logic with a solid exposition of the most important fields of discrete mathematics, presenting material that has been tested and refined by the authors in university courses taught over more than a decade. Written in a clear and reader-friendly
style, each section ends with an extensive set of exercises, most of them provided with complete solutions which are available in this accompanying solutions manual.
Contents of Contracts and Unfair Terms
Advanced Methodologies and Technologies in Network Architecture, Mobile Computing, and Data Analytics
Real Analysis (Classic Version)
Construction Management
Functions of a Complex Variable
Mathematical Structures for Computer Science
It begins in Chapter 1 with an introduction to the necessary foundations, including the Arzelà–Ascoli theorem, elementary Hilbert space theory, and the Baire Category Theorem. Chapter 2 develops the three fundamental principles of functional analysis (uniform boundedness, open mapping theorem, Hahn–Banach theorem) and discusses reflexive spaces and the James space. Chapter 3 introduces the weak and
weak topologies and includes the theorems of Banach–Alaoglu, Banach–Dieudonné, Eberlein–Šmulyan, Kre&ibreve;n–Milman, as well as an introduction to topological vector spaces and applications to ergodic theory. Chapter 4 is devoted to Fredholm theory. It includes an introduction to the dual operator and to compact operators, and it establishes the closed image theorem. Chapter 5 deals with the spectral
theory of bounded linear operators. It introduces complex Banach and Hilbert spaces, the continuous functional calculus for self-adjoint and normal operators, the Gelfand spectrum, spectral measures, cyclic vectors, and the spectral theorem. Chapter 6 introduces unbounded operators and their duals. It establishes the closed image theorem in this setting and extends the functional calculus and spectral measure
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to unbounded self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces. Chapter 7 gives an introduction to strongly continuous semigroups and their infinitesimal generators. It includes foundational results about the dual semigroup and analytic semigroups, an exposition of measurable functions with values in a Banach space, and a discussion of solutions to the inhomogeneous equation and their regularity properties. The
appendix establishes the equivalence of the Lemma of Zorn and the Axiom of Choice, and it contains a proof of Tychonoff's theorem. With 10 to 20 elaborate exercises at the end of each chapter, this book can be used as a text for a one-or-two-semester course on functional analysis for beginning graduate students. Prerequisites are first-year analysis and linear algebra, as well as some foundational material from
the second-year courses on point set topology, complex analysis in one variable, and measure and integration.
For More Than Thirty Years Modern Algebra Has Served The Student Community As A Textbook For Introductory Courses On The Subject. The Book Starts From Set Theory And Covers An Advanced Course In Group Theory And Ring Theory. A Detailed Study Of Field Theo
This introduction to discrete mathematics is aimed at freshmen and sophomores in mathematics and computer science. It begins with a survey of number systems and elementary set theory before moving on to treat data structures, counting, probability, relations and functions, graph theory, matrices, number theory and cryptography. The end of each section contains problem sets with selected solutions, and
good examples occur throughout the text.
This book is written as a textbook on algebraic topology. The first part covers the material for two introductory courses about homotopy and homology. The second part presents more advanced applications and concepts (duality, characteristic classes, homotopy groups of spheres, bordism). The author recommends starting an introductory course with homotopy theory. For this purpose, classical results are
presented with new elementary proofs. Alternatively, one could start more traditionally with singular and axiomatic homology. Additional chapters are devoted to the geometry of manifolds, cell complexes and fibre bundles. A special feature is the rich supply of nearly 500 exercises and problems. Several sections include topics which have not appeared before in textbooks as well as simplified proofs for some
important results. Prerequisites are standard point set topology (as recalled in the first chapter), elementary algebraic notions (modules, tensor product), and some terminology from category theory. The aim of the book is to introduce advanced undergraduate and graduate (master's) students to basic tools, concepts and results of algebraic topology. Sufficient background material from geometry and algebra is
included.
Nonlinear Analysis
Mathematics for Electrical Engineering and Computing
The Cauchy-Schwarz Master Class
Modern Discrete Mathematics and Analysis
S Chand Higher Engineering Mathematics
Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications

ADVANCED DISCRETE MATHEMATICSPHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.
Functions of a Complex Variable provides all the material for a course on the theory of functions of a complex variable at the senior undergraduate and beginning graduate level. Also suitable for self-study, the book covers every topic essential to training students in complex analysis. It also
incorporates special topics to enhance students’ understanding of the subject, laying the foundation for future studies in analysis, linear algebra, numerical analysis, geometry, number theory, physics, thermodynamics, or electrical engineering. After introducing the basic concepts of
complex numbers and their geometrical representation, the text describes analytic functions, power series and elementary functions, the conformal representation of an analytic function, special transformations, and complex integration. It next discusses zeros of an analytic function,
classification of singularities, and singularity at the point of infinity; residue theory, principle of argument, Rouché’s theorem, and the location of zeros of complex polynomial equations; and calculus of residues, emphasizing the techniques of definite integrals by contour integration. The
authors then explain uniform convergence of sequences and series involving Parseval, Schwarz, and Poisson formulas. They also present harmonic functions and mappings, inverse mappings, and univalent functions as well as analytic continuation.
An up-to-date treatment of analytic pro-p groups for graduate students and researchers.
This book on functional analysis covers all the basics of the subject (normed, Banach and Hilbert spaces, Lebesgue integration and spaces, linear operators and functionals, compact and self-adjoint operators, small parameters, fixed point theory) with a strong focus on examples, exercises
and practical problems, thus making it ideal as course material but also as a reference for self-study.
Fixed Point Theory and Related Topics
The Abel Prize
First Steps in Number Theory
History, Theories and Engineering Applications
An Introduction to Probability and Statistics
Graph Theory with Applications to Engineering and Computer Science
Systematically develop the concepts and tools that are vital to every mathematician, whether pure or applied, aspiring or established A comprehensive treatment with a global view of the subject, emphasizing the connections between real analysis and other branches of
mathematics Included throughout are many examples and hundreds of problems, and a separate 55-page section gives hints or complete solutions for most.
A Brief Exposition Of Some Of The Devices Employed In Solving Differential Equations, The Book Is Designed For Undergraduate Students Of Physics And Engineering, And Students Who Intend To Study Higher Mathematics.
A variety of modern research in analysis and discrete mathematics is provided in this book along with applications in cryptographic methods and information security, in order to explore new techniques, methods, and problems for further investigation. Distinguished
researchers and scientists in analysis and discrete mathematics present their research. Graduate students, scientists and engineers, interested in a broad spectrum of current theories, methods, and applications in interdisciplinary fields will find this book invaluable.
Judith Gersting's Mathematical Structures for Computer Science has long been acclaimed for its clear presentation of essential concepts and its exceptional range of applications relevant to computer science majors. Now with this new edition, it is the first discrete
mathematics textbook revised to meet the proposed new ACM/IEEE standards for the course.
Introductory Course In Differential Equations
With Applications in Cryptography, Information Systems and Modeling
Mittag-Leffler Functions, Related Topics and Applications
Modern Algebra - Eighth Edition
Introduction to General Topology
ADVANCED DISCRETE MATHEMATICS
For Engineering students & also useful for competitive Examination.
On the A HREF=http://books.elsevier.com/companions/9780750658553companion website/a readers will find: * over 60 pages of "Background Mathematics" reinforcing introductory material for revision purposes in advance of your first year course * plotXpose software (for equation solving, and drawing graphs of simple functions, their
derivatives, integrals and Fourier transforms) * problems and projects (linking directly to the software) In addition, for lecturers only, A HREF=http://textbooks.elsevier.comhttp://textbooks.elsevier.com/a features a complete worked solutions manual for the exercises in the book. Dr Attenborough is a former Senior Lecturer in the School of
Electrical, Electronic and Information Engineering at South Bank University. She is currently Technical Director of The Webbery - Internet development company, Co. Donegal, Ireland.Contents: Fixed Point Theory and Nonlinear Problems (Th Rassias)Global Linearization Iterative Methods and Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations III (M Altman)On Generalized Power Series and Generalized Operational Calculus and Its Application (M Al-Bassam)Multiple Solutions to Parametrized Nonlinear Differential Systems from Nielsen
Fixed Point Theory (R Brown)The topology of Ind-Affine Sets (P Cherenack)Almost Approximately Polynomial Functions (P Cholewa)Cohomology Classes and Foliated Manifolds (M Craioveanu & M Puta)Bifurcation and Nonlinear Instability in Applied Mathematics (L Debnath)The Stability of Weakly Additive Functional (H Drljevic)Index Theory
for G-Bundle Pairs with Applications to Borsuk-Ulam Type Theorems for G-Sphere Bundles (E Fadell & S Husseini)Nonlinear Approximation and Moment Problem (J S Hwang & G D Lin)Periods in Equicontinuous Topological Dynamical Systems (A Iwanik et al.)Continuation Theorems for Semi-Linear Equations in Banach Spaces: A Survey (J
Mawhin & K Rybakowski)On Contractifiable Self-Mappings (P Meyers)Normal Structures and Nonexpansive Mappings in Banach Spaces (J Nelson et al.): Survey on Uniqueness and Classification Theorems for Minimal Surfaces (Th Rassias)Contractive Definitions (B Rhoades)On KY Fan's Theorem and Its Applications (S Singh)Fixed Points of
Amenable Semigroups of Differentiable Operators (P Soardi)Research Problems on Nonlinear Equations (Th Rassias) Readership: Mathematicians and applied scientists. Keywords:Nonlinear Analysis;Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations III;Polynomial Functions;Cohomology Classes;Foliated Manifolds;Topological Dynamical
Systems;Minimal Surfaces;Differentiable Operators;Nonlinear Equations
As a result of researchers’ and scientists’ increasing interest in pure as well as applied mathematics in non-conventional models, particularly those using fractional calculus, Mittag-Leffler functions have recently caught the interest of the scientific community. Focusing on the theory of the Mittag-Leffler functions, the present volume offers a
self-contained, comprehensive treatment, ranging from rather elementary matters to the latest research results. In addition to the theory the authors devote some sections of the work to the applications, treating various situations and processes in viscoelasticity, physics, hydrodynamics, diffusion and wave phenomena, as well as stochastics.
In particular the Mittag-Leffler functions allow us to describe phenomena in processes that progress or decay too slowly to be represented by classical functions like the exponential function and its successors. The book is intended for a broad audience, comprising graduate students, university instructors and scientists in the field of pure
and applied mathematics, as well as researchers in applied sciences like mathematical physics, theoretical chemistry, bio-mathematics, theory of control and several other related areas.
Partial Differential Equations
Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology
Advances in Real and Complex Analysis with Applications
This 2004 book presents a fascinating collection of problems related to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and coaches readers through solutions.
The Studies in the Contract Laws of Asia series charts the divergence in and common principles of contract laws across Asia, with a view to providing the scholarly foundations for future harmonization and reform. This third volume deals with the contents of contracts and unfair terms.
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